
Stig of the Dump 

 

                                It was a nice sunny day in June.  Barney and his sister came to their 

grandma's house for their summer vacation. Barney was a little boy with blonde hair and blue 

eyes. He was a friendly and polite little boy.  He enjoyed playing in the back garden in his 

grandma's house. Outside the garden he could see the green meadows and towering trees far 

away. He thought of going through the Brambles to reach the meadows. Suddenly he felt like 

running fast in the meadows to the towering trees.  While he was running fast he fell into a 

pit.  

 

 

 

                               It was a dump pit. Barney was surprised to see this big cave. It was filled 

with rubbish and dust. He saw a boy sitting at one end and watching him. Barney asked help 

from the boy.  The boy was kind to help Barney to stand up and to get cleaned. They both 

introduced themselves . The boy in the dump was called Stig.  He was well built and strong 

looking. He was dirty and not wearing proper clothes. They became friends soon. Barney and 

Stig were happy to be together.  Stig showed his tools to Barney and they worked together 

with  them. 

 

 

                             Stig showed how to use his  stone made tools to Barney . Barney 

was  digging the wall and found something  shiny in the cave  wall . Stig started to dig more 

and they saw  the shining stone clearly . Barney said I know this is a  very precious stone . 

This must be a diamond . They both were very happy and  started to  dance .  

 

             

                            Barney and Stig were digging hard to take the diamond out. Barney 

explained how much a diamond is worth to Stig . So Stig was trying and Barney was trying 

.  But they both couldn't take the diamond   out from the cave wall. They realised they were 

not going to make it with those tools.They started to think  

 

 

                            Barney came up with an idea. I'm sure my grandma can help us said Barney . 

Barney went back home  and told everything to grandma and his sister . Grandma gave a box 

of modern tools to Barney . Barney and Stig were able to get the diamond out from the cave 

wall . Barney took Stig to grandma's house .Grandma said we can sell this diamond and buy a 

house, furniture , and proper clothes to Stig . Everybody was very happy .  
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